Kubota m7040 problems

Kubota tractor PTO not engaging? Then read over these commonly asked questions regarding
how to engage a PTO on Kubota tractors when issues arise. These tractor powershift
transmission troubleshooting tips will help. As the engine RPM rises above , the shaft stops.
However, the turning continues when the engine speed dips below RPM. Though the turning is
not forceful, it is sometimes enough to turn the attachment whether a post hole digger or winch.
Further, safety is an issue. If you found yourself caught up in this mechanism, escape would be
unlikely. The problem could be surfacing because of several things. It might also be a bad
clutch pack brake disc, which would not stop the clutch. If this is the case, a visual inspection
would be necessary. Keep in mind that an entire teardown would be in the cards. Most likely,
there is a poor adjustment on the PTO control valve that permits it to only partially engage or
float. An easy pressure test on the control valve would reveal if this is the underlying issue or
not. If the RPMs are changing the engagement, it could be a weak seal. When the flow and
pressure rise high enough, you experience the shut-off. Bottom line? Get it fixed as soon as you
can. Check your warranty to see if this safety concern is covered. The blades continue to turn
because of their weight. It should be noted that when the PTO is off, its clutch is disengaged.
However, its brake is still engaged. The brake plate tab and PTO clutch holder suffer wear.
Likely, though, your PTO is all mechanical and possesses two hand levers. One lever is for the
clutch plate. The other is for a PTO shifter. Some models have dual-speed, and some have
single-speed with a neutral position. To check things out yourself, examine the hand lever for
the clutch. That linkage may be bent and could certainly be prohibiting the clutch from
engaging. Next, look over the linkage to the rear gearbox. You might need to try disconnecting
the outside rod and using vise grips to exercise the lever. Finally, attempt to turn the PTO shaft
manually. When shifted one way, it should be free, turning very easily. When shifted the other
way, it should be connected to the PTO driveshaft, clutch, and turn much harder. The
engagement inside the rear gearbox is not actually being sensed. Also, if the PTO clutch and
gearbox are engaged, and the PTO still does not turn, then your problem is likely extensive. Our
experienced staff can help. For most PTOs, there is no external adjustment. Often the PTO
clutching rings and shaft need replaced because people use their tractors to run their feet
garden tillers and bush hogs without a slip clutch. You may need to turn to a mechanic with
Kubota expertise. Browse the site of the best Texas Kubota Dealer around! Bobby Ford Tractor
and Equipment is here to serve you. Contact us online today or call us at for a quote. Home
About Careers Blog Events. But when mowing hay hi 1st is to slow and hi 2nd is to fast Always
had NH before but wanted larger 4x4. This one is great except for one thing: the speed that most
work, such as mowing and I started with a B and was hooked. That had a 3 speed PTO, and I
wish No problems except one fuel issue resulting from buying old diesel. Treated with
Schaeffer's Fuel From solid rock to bog. Never been stuck without traction yet! Easy tractor to
use even for fairly long Added a grapple to front loader and it helps much. I am 69 and cannot
lift much any I had to tie up the harness on the front where it got into the harmonic balancer and
Kubota, but my 1st. Cab model. I have never had a problem of any kind with anyone of them.
This year has been the hottest summer in Being the owner of other Kubota products expecting
good reliable service will keep you posted I have tried it out on what I purchased it for and it is a
power house. I choose to get a Kubota because all of my friends had If it ever stops raining I
may get This dealer doesn't know your name once the tractor leaves his lot Home Forums
Reviews Articles Store. Kubota M Reviews Overall Rating:. Build Quality. Reviews Posted. Sort
by Newest First Highest Rating. Displaying 1 - 19 of 19 items. Kubota Overall Satisfaction
Review. Excellent No Frills Tractors. M Hydraulic Shuttle Review. Has 3 hours so far. Too early
to know much at this time Very well laid out! Quick Links. Add Your Review. Highest Rated List.
Most Popular List. Contact Us. Subcompact Tractors. Under 25 HP Tractors. Over HP Tractors.
Construction Equipment. Vintage Tractors. Articulated Tractors. Zero Turn Mowers. ATVs and
Utility Vehicles. Quick Finder. Other trademarks on this page are the property of their respective
owners. Forum Rules. Home Forums Reviews Articles Store. Homepage Today's Posts Search
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Results 1 to 10 of M Problem I have a two year old M power shuttle. I noticed this week when I
started the unit the tractor would rock back and forth during warm up with the idle rpm set at
rpm. Both the main transmission and shuttle were in neutral at the time. When the tractor is
warm this does not occur. That doesn't solve anything. What's funny is that if I take the idle rpm
to rpm or lower it to rpm the rocking stops. I did a search on this forum and found a thread
called "jerky hydraulics" that mirrors my problem exactly. Unfortunately the thread was never
updated as to what was found to be causing the problem. Anyone else ever experience this? I
have one month of warranty remaining and I would hate to have a problem with these symptons
that may lead to a more serious problem after the expiration of the warranty.. I hope. Reply With
Quote. Re: M Problem Which hyd oil do you use? If main trans is in neutral then it appears to

me this must be "cold oil" related. Re: M Problem Take it in and get the dealer to sort it under
warranty while you still can. It could be crap in your shuttle or a bad seal so. Re: M Problem If
you can't get them to fix it, document everything, we had an engine replaced on a John Deere
after the warranty had expired because it was reported well in advance of the expiration, had a
really good dealer too. Re: M Problem I have a good dealer and I expect that he will look after
me.. I'm assuming that if someone else had the problem as indicated in a thread on this forum
that the issue would have been reported to Kubota and there should exist some information on
the cause and solution in their data base. The dealer wants me to try it again to see if the
problem repeats Re: M Problem No argument there, but some problems may be so rare records
are hard to find, who knows. I kept in touch with him for a while and he finally traded his off. Re:
M Problem Tx Jim The dealer did my last service so Kubota oil all around. That service was
done at 60 hours and I have just over now. Like you I seldom use the brake. Re: M Problem I'm
using UDT I just received an email from my dealer with the response from Kubota which
basically states that this a a normal occurrence for this tractor Here is what they say: "The
scenario as described sounds like a normal condition for tractors equipped with Hydraulic
shuttle type transmissions. Basically the drag applied to the clutch plates within the clutch
packs during cold temperatures is enough to simulate some partial drive. Because tractor is so
easy to roll it may in some cases provide a minimal amount of movement if brake is not applied.
Please assure customer that we have not seen any failures related to this and if all procedures
related to service and operation are followed as described in OPS manual, that there should be
no concern of a problem to arise. Hope this helps Thanks Henry. Re: M Problem I'm glad I live
where the temperature doesn't get low enough so that my M sits still when engine is started.
Page 1 of 3 1 2 3 Last Jump to page:. Replies: 4 Last Post: , PM. The new M! Replies: 1 Last
Post: , PM. Replies: 16 Last Post: , PM. New M on the way! Replies: 9 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 3
Last Post: , PM. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Other trademarks on this page are the
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Members Current visitors New profile posts. M Fuel problem. Thread starter Catfish40 Start date
Nov 6, JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser
before proceeding. Catfish40 New member. Nov 6, 5 0 0 Katy Texas. Hi, I could use some help
with a problem that I am having with my M When it dies it sucks the primer pump down tight.
After a few minutes the primer will return to its normal position. The only thing that I can think
of is maybe it is getting something in the fuel pick up tube. I bought this tractor for my dad who
is 82 years old so that he could mow with AC. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Bulldog
Well-known member Equipment. Mar 30, 5, 28 48 Rocky Face, Georgia. Does the 's have vent
tubes for the fuel tank? My M has them and dirt dobbers are bad to build in them and it makes
the fuel system do strange things. It sounds like your's is pulling a vaccum on the fuel tank but I
could be wrong. ETRon New member Equipment. Aug 4, 0 0 Tellico Plains, TN. The only vent I
spy on my tank runs from the top of the tank to the top almost of the filler tube. Only other thing
that comes to mind is a line that's crimped and or sucking down while running. The tank cap
would be and easy fix if that's it. Thanks for the replies. I'll try to take a look at the lines
tomorrow. Oct 30, 1 0 0 Combine Texas. You need to blow the fuel line out. Make sure you do
your best keeping grass, dirt out of the fuel. It may be the primer itself going bad. I have heard
of several here lately going bad and the tractors wouldn't run. It has been other brands but it
still doing about the same thing as yours. Stubbyie New member. Jul 1, 1 0 Midcontinent. Even
with low time on machine sounds like something in the fuel tank blocking fuel suction pickup.
Pinched fuel line to fliter? Filter shutoff valve fully open? Please post back and advise how
resolved so we may all learn. Huntex New member Equipment. Nov 8, 3 0 0 Sour Lake, Texas. I
am having the exact same problem with our M It has over hrs on it and just started doing it a few
weeks ago. It acts just like some old vehicles I've worked on that have a sock filter in the fuel
tank. When you put a bind on the engine and ask for fuel the trash in the tank sucks up and
clogs the sock, then you let it sit and the trash falls off. Then it will run a little while again. Do
these kubota tanks have sock filters? The filler cap does not relieve the vacuum on the M
because it has left and right saddle bag tanks connected across bottom with a transfer hose.
You fill one tank and suck out of the other. Don't know if the same is true on M Huntex, have
you checked to see if the vent tubes are clean? It will have one on each side of the tractor. My
has a problem with this every now and them. Dirt dobbers or something build in their and it
causes lots of different problems with the fuel system. Funny, I was thinking about that while I
was writing the post. I will go track down the other one this afternoon and see what happens.
Mine are hooked to the tubing frame at the rear of the engine that the hood mounts to. The left

side runs down behind the clutch linkage and the right side runs down behind the hydraulic
plumbing. Jun 26, 3 18 Northern Mass. Seems if it was the tank venting itself, you'd collapse the
tank with that much suction. I'd start working the fuel lines back from the pump, it sounds like
perhaps during dealer setup a fuel line is restricted or pinched someplace. Might have to get
your fingers on it and follow it all the way back. Thanks for all of the replies. Will try to check the
lines this weekend. Hope I don't have to pull the tank since it has about 20 gallons of fuel in it.
Yeah, if the lines look fine, you might be needing to drain your fuel tank. I suppose also, you
could try blowing back through the fuel pump supply line, use a nice piece of clear poly slid
over the intake line. I would almost assume there is a strainer to prevent a bit of debris from
plugging the intake. If it blows back without much resistance, lift the clear line you slid over the
fuel supply line, suck the fuel up to the top and then start a siphon into a bucket, it should run
freely and will be a higher flow rate than normal fuel. Its possible that there might even be a
sliver of rubber from the fuel line assembly process wedged up against the pump intake barb.
Reiley New member Equipment. Feb 17, 5 0 0 Round Rock, TX. Just found this thread Any final
fix yet? I take just pulling the vent lines off at the tank and blowing them out would work. Looks
like the right side vent has some kind of a check valve inline on the right side? Thanks, Reiley.
Reiley, what is your doing? The lines on my don't have a check valve that I know of. Reiley
Bulldog said:. I poured the remainder of the fuel out once I got the tank out. I didn't see anything
but I could have missed something. It's kind of hard to see everything that's coming out of the
tank when you are trying to wrestle it around to get all of the fuel out of the openings. I am
hoping that it's fixed. I can only assume that there was something in the tank or lines causeing
an intermittent blockage. It wasn't a fun job but it wasn't to bad. It took me about 2 or 3 hours
working by myself including draining the fuel. I'll post back if it acts up again. Hope that this
helps. Rocketman New member Equipment. Mar 6, 1 0 1 Mobile, AL. Catfish40 said:. Show
hidden low quality content. You must log in or register to reply here. Top Bottom. Kubota M
Utility Tractor featured with a Kubota 3. Final Words. That was all about the Kubota M Tractor
Price, Specs, Review, and Key Features, but if you have any query regarding this post, then
please comment below in the comment box, We will solve your problem as soon as possible,
thanks for visiting our site and stay tuned to our site for more new stuff like this. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Leave this field
empty. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this,
but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve
your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that
are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working
of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Kubota VDI diesel 4-cylinder liquid-cooled inline ci [3. Tier II. Air
cleaner:. Rated RPM:. Starter volts:. ROPS, Hydraulic system:. Front axle:. Rear Type:. Rear lift
at ends :. Engine net :. PTO claimed :. Differential lock:. Two-post ROPS with optional canopy.
Ultra Grand Cab optional with heat and air-conditioning. Oil capacity:. Pump flow:. Total flow:.
Steering flow:. Rear PTO:. Rear RPM:. Engine RPM:. Height ROPS :. Height cab :. Ground
clearance:. Front tread:. Rear tread:. Standard tires ag :. Front: 7. Rear: Front: 9. Optional tires
ag :. Industrial front:. Industrial rear:. Cold-cranking amps:. Charging system:. Charging amps:.
Loader type:. Kubota LA Height Position. Height to pin :. Clearance, dumped bucket:. Dump
reach:. Dump angle:. Reach at ground:. Rollback angle:. Lift to full height at mm :. Bucket
width:. Attachment style:. Two-Lever Quick Coupler. Raise time to height:. Bucket dump time:.
Lowering time:. Rollback time:. Kubota LA Power Position. Backhoe type:. Kubota M Transport
height:. Digging depth:. Reach from pivot:. Loading height:. Bucket Rotation:. Swing Arc:.
Bucket force:. Dipperstick force:. This tractor was manufactured by Kubota from to The Kubota
M is equipped with a 3. The Kubota VD is a 3. This engine produced The Kubota M is equipped
with hydrostatic power steering, multiple wet discs brakes, open operator station with two-post
ROPS or Cab with air-conditioning option and
ford f150 fuel filter location
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Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
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